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Construction industry practice is strongly influenced by the culture surrounding its operations and, with the prevailing emphasis on achieving efficiency, there is a strong focus on outcome metrics such as profitability and employee productivity. With the recent increases in natural hazard events worldwide, and the likelihood that this will worsen still further with anticipated climate changes, the industry is increasingly contributing to building resilience within disaster-affected communities. Existing industry expertise, its educational approaches and the related theoretical frameworks, however, all require adjustment if these changing needs are to be fully addressed. Most importantly, an agenda shift is required from the philosophical side and a more pragmatic approach is needed if community resilience goals and objectives are to be met, rather than the narrower focus of the current metrics-driven management system. A synthesis of the current literature is therefore presented, along with relevant case histories illustrating how such an agenda shift within a disaster management context may influence the development of appropriate theory, as well as impacting upon grass-roots educational requirements. The research concludes by discussing how the ‘mainstreaming’ of disaster management within construction industry practice could drive forward developments in theorizing expertise and educational provisions across the constituent disciplines.
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Introduction

Construction industry (hereafter CI) practice is strongly influenced by the culture surrounding its operations. Some of the common problems faced by the industry include its fragmented nature, the complex coordination and communication structure, lack of permanence in its workforce and skill shortages. The industry does, however, contribute quite significantly to the overall economy of a country in terms of output. The overarching philosophy within CI practice has, therefore, been to improve performance at firm and project levels, in order to achieve overall improvements across the industry and the wider economy. Some of the reports published in the UK by government task forces, notably Latham (1994) and Egan (1998) identified the synergy of the many smaller improvements as a significant opportunity. A very strong metrics management system in evaluating outcomes (both at firm and project level) has become paramount in construction management, with a focus on timely completion, meeting of budgets and fulfilment of quality standards. From a philosophical point of view, this is indicative of a normative emphasis (Fuller, 1988) with management of key performance indicators (KPIs), exception reporting, further short-term targets and profitability being the key outcome goals or norms. This is consistent with the rationalist paradigm, adopted by the construction management research community as well, according to Dainty (2008). It could be argued, however, that relying on too many quantitative measures does not help in understanding the big picture. For example, the CI plays a leading role in the rebuilding phase following natural hazards; indeed, it is linked quite positively to the entire disaster management (hereafter DM) cycle (see Figure 1), from the point
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of preparedness to recovery and reconstruction. Figure 1 is an adaptation of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS, 2009) spiral model and O'Brien et al. (2010)'s four-stage model for DM.

DM involves plans, structures and arrangements established to engage the normal endeavours of governments, voluntary and private agencies in a comprehensive and coordinated way to respond to the whole spectrum of emergency needs. Moe and Pathranarakul (2006). The intangible outcomes, in terms of community preparedness and vulnerability reduction achieved, which are part and parcel of DM are more socially constructed, far outweigh the normative targets that may be applied purely in a CI context. Therefore, when CI operates within a DM context, its scope is likely to extend towards satisfaction of community needs; hence, terms such as ‘community preparedness’ and ‘vulnerability reduction’ become the key in determining CI’s performance. According to Yodmani (2001), vulnerability reduction aims to increase a community’s capacities, their resources and coping strategies so that they are better prepared in facing a disaster. Communities are better prepared when the root causes of their vulnerability are either removed or their impact reduced. At a community level, social construction methods are used to create community preparedness plans so that community goals and expectations and actions are well represented (Lucini, 2014).

During the time period 1994–2000, three high profile government reports (Latham, 1994; Egan, 1998 and Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000) were published, each of which stressed the importance of improving efficiency within the CI, particularly cost-effectiveness in resource utilization. More recently, the same agenda of cost savings has been pursued, but with a renewed focus on the use of modern technologies and management processes (such as supply chain management and framework agreements) to improve efficiency in the industry. With the new ‘Construction 2025’ strategy (McMeeken, 2013), this emphasis has been further reinforced, with a call for a 33% reduction in the whole life costs of built assets by 2025.

Whilst pursuing an efficiency agenda is important, understanding that the CI has a wider remit beyond a purely commercial focus should form an important and powerful consideration for theorizing expertise. In the longer term, this view may not only sustain the industry but also increase the number of new participants. Myers (2003) postulates an agenda shift, so that the CI contributes more towards sustainable development, including consideration of community goals. This would result in a more balanced portfolio of goals consisting of social and environmental targets, and moving away from the existing sole consideration of pursuing an agenda of efficiency improvements. With changing climate, and increases in both natural and anthropogenic hazard events in many parts of the world (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014), CI practice has been brought further to the fore. The greater involvement of the CI and its practitioners in the area of DM (Bosher and Dainty, 2011) provides an opportunity not just to...
maximize revenue, profitability and the commercial
goals, but also to contribute towards the betterment of
community, environmental and other social outcomes.
In the longer term, this might confer an advantage upon
both the industry and its participants, in terms of con-
tributing to both vulnerability reduction and improving
coping capacity and resilience of communities. According
to O’Brien et al. (2010), often the extensive media
coverage on the disaster event focuses upon the involve-
ment of the CI to a certain extent. But when considering
the broader aims of DM, which is to reduce vulnerability
and improving coping and resilience to disasters, the
media coverage presents a narrow view of the CI involve-
ment. This involvement rarely portrays the host of
services that the CI can play within the DM context,
however: for example, Scott (2010) identifies DM as a
‘growth market’, highlighting some of the opportunities
that it might create for businesses. Such contexts, accord-
ing to Bosher et al. (2007) and Bosher and Dainty
(2011), provide opportunities for the CI to have more
of a deeper engagement to contribute towards the rest
of the phases of the DM cycle. This necessitates the the-
orizing of expertise to integrate DM and construction: for
instance, construction practitioners are increasingly
engaged in the area of building resilience and ‘building
back better’ (Chang et al., 2011) after a natural hazard
event (which, according to Lyons (2009), is one of the
ways in which resilience can be enhanced). Although,
from a research point of view, the practical value of such
a role makes sense, and the value has been demonstrated
from a theoretical point of view, there is very little theory
that drives this process from the construction side, hence
developing expertise in such a direction has not been rec-
ognized as of any significant value. It can be argued that
the CI practice community is to a certain extent
distracted by the efficiency drive, hence the difficulty of
maintaining a more balanced outlook. From an educa-
tion and training point of view, it is proving challenging
to address this problem, as the CI–DM nexus is difficult
to develop. Figure 2 shows how the desired expertise can
be created holistically, with a proper integration between
DM and CI practice incorporating the integrated theoriz-
ing approach as proposed within this paper.

According to Figure 2, the desired expertise (the CI
expertise that is appropriate when the full extent of the
DM is considered) that assists in theorizing construction
practice within a DM context is ‘pulled’ through
in a systematic way by addressing competencies at a
grass-roots level (which is the entry or the starting level
for skills and competencies), which will then potentially
develop the DM-embedded CI practice and ultimately
lead to the theorizing as required within a DM setting.
According to Ericsson and Smith (1991), the goal of
expertise research is to:

A further characteristic of expertise is that it has, in the
past, been equated with years of experience (Collins
and Evans, 2002), such that a person with extensive
experience was automatically regarded as an expert.
Arguably, expertise may be seen as the culmination of
knowledge and experience, which can then be devel-
oped within the desired setting or context. Heidegger
(1997), in discussing expertise-in-context identified
the value of practical knowledge in that the expertise
becomes natural and action within a given context
becomes instantaneous. Expertise is, thus, developed
over time: for example, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986)
present a 5-stage model to depict ‘expertise’ as a very
high-level position in terms of skill acquisition,
compared to the grass-roots scale, represented by
entry-level Stage 1. Hoffman et al., (2013), however,
identified expertise as amenable to accelerated skills
acquisition: although expertise is usually accumulated
over time, the process of acquiring high proficiency
can be foreshortened by specific training techniques.
As more frequent and extreme disasters arise, there is
a necessity to accelerate the integration of DM within
CI, in order to advance from the present ‘Stage 1 level’
and this can be achieved by mainstreaming of DM
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within CI. Applying and adapting the UN ‘gender mainstreaming’ definition (United Nations, 2002), the term could be best described as the integration of DM in CI in a process that includes the development of a methodology, tools and information materials to fulfil appropriate integration within the study’s context.

Positioning and conceptualizing expertise-in-context within a philosophical base

Expertise in the construction industry comprises a whole host of skills, consisting of managerial (decision-making, financial and commercial), technical (adopting a variety of technologies, contracts, designs) and social aspects (teamwork, trust, culture). Addis (2010) argues that the reality, and the way the general public perceives what these construction activities actually represent, seems to be widely different. Effectively, the industry was needlessly ‘selling itself short’ as CI professionals tend to describe their expertise more simplistically than warranted. Reed (1995) identified a similar phenomenon amongst adult care nursing practitioners, as they often downplayed their role as experts (for example, they described their role as boring – ‘You might feel that you have come to a really boring place. We don’t do much here’ (p. 339). According to Hackley (1999) and Boyd and Addis (2011), there is a strong tacit element embedded within expertise and this can be seen in the construction industry too. The skills represented within the CI industry are not only spread across a wider domain, as identified earlier, but also very difficult to articulate in terms of specific requirements (Polanyi, 1962). People who possess these skills tend to attribute less and less value to them when they acquire additional skills and proficiencies. Reed (1995) found that it takes considerable time to develop ‘quick assessments and judgement skills’ (which is the level of expertise needed to react instantaneously to a situation) for the nurses, but this is often taken for granted by the nurses themselves, along similar lines to construction professionals. Kuhn (1996) explains this phenomenon as similar to the way in which scientific progress takes place when a set of paradigmatic assumptions ceases to be implicit. But, quite in contrast to scientific progression, the expertise in CI remains implicit and it is challenging for the developing expert to acquire the appropriate skills.

The CI’s long-standing drive to improve profitability, via cost-effectiveness in resource utilization, adds to the public representation of the CI industry as overly commercially driven, overlooking the important realities such as the strong social outcomes that now need to be further developed within the CI skill set to suit the DM context. Figure 2 conceptualizes both the current CI expertise and how it should, more desirably, be situated. Labuschagne and Brent (2005) argue that this target-based focus is mainly caused by the extremely ‘time pressed agenda’ which is typical of any construction project. Adhering to a commercially driven target-orientated approach in CI, where commercial targets or KPIs predominate, also fails to bring about innovations (Styhre, 2010). According to Hoffman et al. (1995), experts, as one would expect, are very adept at their usual or familiar tasks; thus, the knowledge and experience within the CI tend to be guided and contextualized within the current target-driven system. The underlying system of education and training is, therefore, similarly designed and driven currently, as indicated by the continuous line in Figure 2. This becomes the primary goal, currently supported as a ‘collective norm’ by the majority of construction professionals (Lapinski and Rimal, 2005) despite the wide variety of education and training applicable to their constituent disciplines.

Increasing opportunities for CI professionals to work in non-commercial environments, subjected to natural hazards and contexts where there is a humanitarian catastrophe embedded within the CI, modifies the environment where the application of a target-orientated focus might cause tensions. McCann et al. (2015) studied UK’s National Health Service (NHS) performance improvement schemes and argued that the excessive adoption and rigid application of target-based systems can actually foster dramatic organizational failures. They argue that, whilst such numerical target-based systems might be very effective in, say, automobile manufacture or back-office processing, these industries involve work typically performed on ‘inanimate objects or digital information’. In the construction industry, not only project success but also very strong people-orientated approaches such as teamwork and trust are important social outcomes to be achieved, and numerical targets might not work: indeed, they might cause total failure. From a philosophical point of view, McCann et al. (2015) argue that it needs an interpretivist approach that takes into account several ‘pragmatic improvisations’ (Maynard-Moody and Musheno, 2003, p. 165) on underlying social outcomes, so that the reality and the practicalities can be better aligned with the performance management system. Given that the CI’s involvement in DM is growing in many countries, it is more often the case that the sector as a whole has new stakeholders, such as humanitarian relief organizations, community-based organizations and several non-governmental organizations. These require not only construction services, but also to work in a more integrated fashion as part of a core team in disaster recovery, reconstruction and rehabilitation activities; hence, a more pragmatic way forward is needed. The CI should, therefore, be...
more sympathetic towards betterment of communities or creating better social outcomes. This is the desired CI expertise as indicated by the ‘dotted’ lines and boxes in Figure 2. The necessity to consider the potentially valuable strong social element within CI and to differentiate from an ‘inanimate’ setting appropriate to a factory-based quality improvement system, thinking in similar lines of McCann et al. (2015), helps in further reinforcing the phenomenological philosophical position for integrating DM within CI. The strong context-dependent nature of a phenomenological position (Benner, 1984) also supports this view, as it will help from transcending the CI expertise within a DM context in a pragmatic way (Denscombe, 2010).

**Construction industry practice and its link to disaster management**

Haigh et al. (2009) argue that CI practice has a role in every aspect of the DM cycle. Looking at the construction process from the point of view of a life cycle allows its activities, from inception to eventual demolition, to be viewed in a systematic way. By deconstructing CI practice, it is also possible to see its existing and potential future contribution to the DM process (considering the established mature practices within a DM context), so that the said overall contribution can be carefully examined. Blanchard and Fabrycky (1998), for instance, present the life cycle of asset systems, encompassing a broader view of CI practice, with its components of conceptual design; preliminary design; detail design and development; construction; utilization; and finally retirement and disposal. The DM cycle can be viewed as consisting of mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery phases (O’Brien et al., 2010); alternatively, as discussed by Hystad and Keller (2008), it can be seen as three phases: pre-disaster (prevention/mitigation); disaster and post-disaster (response/recovery). Prevention, according to Sena and Michael (2006), involves hazard identification (in which the actual threats facing a community are identified) and vulnerability assessments (in which an evaluation of community risk and capacity is conducted). Recovery according to the some of the UK government guidance (Cabinet Office, 2013) is defined as the process of rebuilding, restoring and rehabilitating the community following an emergency; although distinct from the response phase, recovery should be an integral part of the response from the very beginning, as actions taken at that point in the cycle can influence the longer term outcomes for a community.

Haigh et al. (2009) recommend that CI practice should explore ways in which it could contribute towards improved resilience, such as the adoption of a more expansive view of the construction life cycle to encompass the need to anticipate, assess, prevent, prepare, respond to and recover from disruptive challenges. This requires a framework that integrates the construction life cycle with the DM life cycle. The ultimate goal of disaster risk management is to break the disaster life cycle (Frumkin, 2010): CI practice can, arguably, take up this challenge by becoming involved in all of the phases of the DM cycle. Max Lock Centre’s (2009) proposal of a spiral model (as shown in Figure 1) attempts to demonstrate that a particular cycle can be broken and elevated to a recovery situation that will enable a community to face up to future disasters with more confidence. Taking up this challenge can also serve as an opportunity for CI practice to alter the focus from the current outcomes metrics to a more socially constructed community outcome, in order to anticipate, assess and prevent disasters. However, from a theoretical side, there appears to be inadequacy in existing expertise: some of the standard norms and processes developed within CI practice seem unlikely to cater to the unique demands of the DM context. For instance, Crawford et al. (2013) studied the Queensland flooding in 2011 and argued that the currently accepted construction project management techniques are inappropriate for meeting the demands of key stakeholders in disaster response and recovery. The misalignment of the existing standard CI practice with the desired level is often highlighted when proactive resourcing strategies and planning measures are not taken up during post-disaster scenarios (Mitchell, 2004). However, limited good practice and individual achievements have been noted from time to time during reconstruction efforts after disasters and those responsible tend to be recognized as role models (Crawford et al., 2013). It can be argued that such unique achievements are noteworthy precisely because there is an absence of predetermined processes available to which the experts can refer. This is indicative of the gap within the current level of expertise (due to the shortfall of knowledge and experience of CI participants in DM) as well as the lack of institutionalization of CI participants in DM) as well as the lack of institutionalization of CI participants in DM as role models (Crawford et al., 2007) of this expertise (as this tends to be pragmatically addressed within the appropriate education system).

**Mapping the disaster management life cycle with the appropriate levels of education in the construction industry**

According to Bosher et al. (2007), disaster risk management should be mainstreamed into the construction decision-making process, as the industry is a key component of an economy. Whilst it appears that there are a multitude of different ways by which this mainstreaming could be undertaken, the consideration of
its flow of activities in the form of a cycle, with the intention of determining the ‘pull and the push’ forces for theorizing, as highlighted earlier, provides a progressive way forward for further analysis. As it is stated by Bosher and Dainty (2011) that the construction industry is ‘poorly positioned for embracing the tenets of disaster risk reduction’, analysing how DM can be mainstreamed within the components of a cycle might prove to be a very detailed and a coordinated way to tackle the issue of effective DM in CI education, given that scholars such as Ofori (2008) advocate that curricula in the built environment need redesigning to achieve this mainstreaming effectively. Several academics have argued the importance of developing DM education within CI: for example, Bosher et al. (2015) advocate that institutes providing civil engineering education should educate their students on the roles of disaster risk reduction within the civil engineering curriculum; Wedawatta et al. (2012) address the importance of educating the surveying professions in the same area. Several studies have been undertaken that addresses resilient designs and resilient architecture (see Flowers, 2014). Lamond et al. (2010) called for knowledge enhancement in the behaviour of property prices after disasters such as flooding. The four stages of the DM cycle based on a spiral model (see Figure 1) are considered in the process of investigating the key educational competencies for DM expertise development in construction.

A majority of the work where the CI is (currently) involved in DM is in the latter stages of the cycle: the response and recovery stages where reconstruction is required, of which the immediate aftermath of the disaster is the key phase. After the initial rescue of survivors, the response phase is concerned with the distribution of basic supplies (including water, food, clothing, shelter and medical care) to prevent further loss of life, and it typically occupies the first few hours or days after the disaster impact. The recovery phase then commences, during the weeks and months following the disaster, and this begins the process of restoring normality to the locality, which include the first steps of the recovery process. Finally comes mitigation, which is a much longer term activity; once this stage is reached, then there is time for reflection and rethinking. This sequence, where recovery is followed by mitigation, does not always happen in practice, but for the purposes of setting out our educational mapping, we consider this as taking place in an ideal world. However, the most important final stage is where the community preparedness and improvements in disaster planning occurs: for example, a significant number of tsunami warning towers were built after the 2004 South Asian tsunami caused much devastation (Saengpassa and Samsamak, 2012).

The response and recovery phases after a disaster can offer many challenges, which are determined by the specific type of disaster, the location in which the disaster happens and the specific context. As experienced during the 2015 earthquake in Nepal (Burke et al., 2015), the authorities responsible for recovery efforts were ‘guesstimating’ both the human catastrophe as well as the economic catastrophe. As argued by Crawford et al. (2013), it is often the case that what is known as ‘traditional’ project management practices and processes in the CI are too much time-consuming and inflexible for use under circumstances of high uncertainty and complexity which may pertain in the case of disasters. The need to deploy rapid response within a context of a complex multi-stakeholder environment is often a constraint as the situation demands more flexibility, typically having to start the process without much knowledge on specific requirements and outcomes. Koskela and Howell (2002) argue that the underlying theory of project management is obsolete, considering the application of production theories to project management. Their argument stems from the unrealistic assumptions that are often made in traditional project management in construction, when compared with what is usually found in practice. Koskela and Howell (2002) present an argument relating to a typical construction project, as follows:

… customers or clients … do not necessarily know their requirements at the beginning. Typically, customer requirements are poorly investigated at the outset, and the process of requirement clarification and change leads disruption in the progress of the construction project. (p. 11)

This argument is all the more pertinent in the context of a reconstruction project after a disaster: it is not appropriate for the progress of the work to be controlled based on a ‘performance baseline’. The confusion and the chaos that prevails during the immediate aftermath of a disaster requires a more flexible approach according to Crawford et al. (2013) who advocate ‘participatory project management’. Such participatory methods enable stakeholders within a disaster setting to share a common vision of the project as the team works towards successful outcomes, which are derived out of participatory mechanisms of teamwork and engagement. Development of participatory skills, knowledge and understanding is, therefore, the first tenet of education that needs to progress towards a new understanding of expertise and is also important in theorizing.

Once the immediate aftermath has been dealt with, the DM cycle moves to the recovery phase where reconstruction predominates, to which the CI
contributed significantly. Quarantelli (1995) for instance, defines four typical stages of reconstruction plans specific to the housing sector, comprising immediate relief, immediate shelter, temporary housing and permanent housing. What is important in this process is the timing of each of the stages, but Johnson et al. (2006), who used this framework in the contexts of post-earthquake housing construction in both Western Turkey and Columbia, found that the process did not work according to the specified method. Instead, the authorities were forced to employ several ad hoc measures. As Johnson et al. (2006) argue, post-disaster reconstruction is a process that is both comprehensive and involves cross-disciplinary contributions of a wide variety of stakeholders. Although the degree of resilience of the community affected should increase with longer term cost-effective solutions (Godschalk et al., 2009), the speed of providing these usually reduces when moving from the immediate relief to permanent housing due to problems typically associated with availability of funding, social problems, economic problems and technological problems (Johnston et al., 2006; Ingirige et al., 2008). The degree of funding allocated to each of the stages or solutions should be appropriately managed, as mismanagement of any of the stages of housing provision will result in the community not being settled in permanent housing for a longer period. CI expertise, therefore, has an opportunity to fill an existing vacuum in the area of managing finance in collaboration with governmental and non-governmental actors and key community stakeholders. This area contributes significantly to development of the desired level of expertise; hence, at an educational level, this area needs considerable development within the CI.

Koskela and Howell (2002) note that, quite often in the CI, some of the alternative methods developed from practical observations and needs have not had a theoretical explanation, which has slowed down their diffusion. Although this was a general comment made in relation to many construction settings, it has particular relevance when theorizing within the construction practice during recovery and reconstruction stages after a disaster. The lack of an underpinning theory has rendered education and training more difficult and has hampered effective professionalization of the CI’s role in DM. Most importantly, according to Crawford et al. (2013) on most occasions, CI practice tends to maintain its status quo, irrespective of the context, and consequently lacks the flexibility required to cater to an unfolding disaster situation. This view is consistent with Davidson’s (2010) observation that lack of adequate organization may be a key reason why reconstruction fails, as it is bound to involve complex processes of planning, procurement and building that requires decision-making appropriate to a gradually unfolding situation. Lizarralde (2010) also states that the emergency focus of the initial phase should eventually progress to a sustainability phase (referring to effective recovery and reconstruction on a continuous basis without jeopardizing any of the existing resources that might inhibit any future potential for the communities to meet their needs), with a much longer term orientation, yet this progression seems to be a big step for the CI to manage. To achieve this, it will be necessary to build up some practical case scenarios and flexible management systems from an educational point of view. Joseph et al. (2014) show the importance of cost-benefit analysis as a measure of justifying measures of adaptation at property level against flood risk. Joseph et al. (2014)’s work also contributes to the argument of making available more practical case scenarios to enable further CI contributions to preparedness to integrate DM within CI practices so that, as argued by Lizarralde (2010), the process eventually progresses towards a sustainability phase.

In taking the step towards sustainability, as Lizarralde (2010) points out, the initial mitigation and disaster preparedness phase is propelled to importance. The phase incorporates a range of activities, reflecting the degree to which a community is in a state of readiness immediately before the disaster strike. It covers short-term emergency planning (that includes insurance), hazard warning (e.g. early warning systems), evacuation procedures (documentation and preparation of manuals and guidance) and the stockpiling (Coffrin et al., 2011) of appropriate supplies to meet resource shortages. The phase should also address effective planning of supply chain logistics and just-in-time inventory control systems (Richey, 2009). Although at present the CI is less involved during the preparedness phase of a disaster, experts such as urban planners, together with representatives of strategic bodies (such as professional organizations and government departments), already play major roles in strategizing within the preparedness phase. This can help to minimize any unplanned shocks likely to occur during the disaster and post-disaster phases: for example, in the aftermath of the South Asian tsunami, the CI in many countries experienced severe skilled shortages and capacity gaps (Ingirige et al., 2008; Le Masurier et al., 2006). The wage bill for both skilled and unskilled workers increased markedly, as did the salaries commanded by professionals, due to the involvement of foreign contractors, consultants, expatriate workers and funding agencies in the construction market. In Sri Lanka, the very high upward trend in price levels of labour, materials and other resources due to shortages and high demand experienced during a short span of time had a negative effect on the industry during recovery and reconstruction stage after the
In the UK, there was a similar experience as a lot of property owners found there to be a dearth of builders after the Cumbrian flooding in 2006 (Felsted, 2007). From an educational point of view, therefore, there should be adequate skills to understand and study the economics of a disaster situation and gain an awareness of what preparedness and planning are needed.

In contrast to normal construction projects, post-disaster reconstruction is likely to suffer project deficiencies in relation to the availability of resources (Chang et al., 2011), which the pre-disaster planning and preparedness stage needs to take into account. The field observations by Russell (2005) and Zuo et al. (2008) provided examples of rework or disruption of reconstruction projects, as a result of failure to procure resources required for projects post-disaster. Generally the supply chain in the CI that deals with reconstruction is quite extensive and may sometimes span across several geographic boundaries. Although it is impossible for managers to eliminate all the risks in the supply chain, the challenge now is how to make them sufficiently resilient so that they too can bounce back, and potentially thrive, from catastrophes and disruptive events (Abidin and Ingrige, 2015; Natarajarathinam et al., 2009). Lack of an effective supply chain often results in cost/time overruns, poor quality of work, technical defects and lack of durable and long-lasting construction (Olawale and Sun, 2010; Abdul-Rahman et al., 2008). To address these problems, building resilience towards disruptive events requires key players in the supply chain to focus not only on their self-interest alone, but also take into consideration the interest of others. Thus, instead of a silo approach, all parts of the supply chain need to work together to build resilience to disruptive events and improve project performance. Knowledge of the operation of the wider supply chain is necessary as another tenet of education, to uplift the status quo of construction to be mainstreamed within a DM context.

New approaches and insights will contribute to the pragmatism (Denscombe, 2010) of energizing the desired theory and practice. If this were to be taken forward from a grass-roots educational level within CI, the following knowledge and skills are arguably important:

1. Development of participatory skills, considering the unique make-up of the stakeholder group that undertakes construction within a DM context. The skills demanded tend to be unique, as the scope of stakeholder interaction extends beyond the normal stakeholder group in construction.
2. Managing finance with a longer term view, considering vulnerability reduction and resilience building as the primary consideration for better community benefits within a DM context. This also involves a shift towards becoming social outcomes orientated and able to employ pragmatism in working within the political climate that emerges in a developing disaster situation.
3. Enhancement of preparedness phase expertise, integrating planning measures and improved early warning systems within a comprehensive disaster preparedness plan.
4. Education on parameters to justify the economics of a disaster and the disaster preparedness phase.
5. Knowledge on key criteria for success of effective supply chains in DM.

The above knowledge and skills meriting the development of education to mainstream DM within construction can be considered as falling into two subgroups: the first two can be studied at micro level, utilizing documented cases; the last three areas within an educational strategy are more long-term orientated and hence taken forward at a longer term policy-making level and will be discussed as part of the synthesis of the case study discussion. Two documented case histories, in which there was involvement of the CI in the recovery efforts, will now be examined, to study the link between the CI–DM nexus and also to investigate how the developments could be linked to improved education at the grass-roots level. The original research questions are further refined as follows:

i. What sort of expertise is needed to meet the demands of key stakeholders in disaster response and recovery?

ii. How might construction education develop this expertise, grounded within the chosen philosophical position?

Analysis of documented cases method

‘Documented cases’ is a form of secondary research using case studies conducted and reported in the past. Bieniawski (1978) used documented cases as histories to address a new set of research questions based on a common thread suitable for a new context. The strong context-dependent nature underlined by the analysis of documented cases justifies grounding of this research under the chosen philosophical position of phenomenology. Further, the documented cases approach provides a pragmatic way forward to reflecting on two types of disasters that have already taken place where access to both contexts was provided to the author of this study, hence enabling a process of reflection based on new research questions.
Although the documented cases come from two diverse contexts, the main common thread in both scenarios is the protracted reconstruction effort, which is the focus of this research, which merits the choice of the two documented cases. The discussion of documented cases add value to this research, as the salient points can be drawn out of very specific locally held knowledge that can have wider benefits to a much larger population.

When, as is often the case, data on CI involvement in DM are scarce, the analysis of documented cases provides a refreshing way to address the research questions raised in this study. Documented cases also provide the basis of modifying and populating the original CI expertise development model (Figure 2) proposed earlier. The first case looks at property-level flood protection in the UK, whilst the second discusses an international case of housing reconstruction after a major disaster. The latter caused much destruction and devastation including more than 30,000 deaths in Sri Lanka, whereas the former created disruption and damage to livelihoods of people.

(1) The case of small businesses recovering after the 2009 flood event in Cockermouth in Cumbria: an opportunity missed by the Construction Industry

The UK has in recent times experienced several severe flood events in places such as Somerset levels (McEwen et al., 2014), Cumbria (Environment Agency, 2009) and Hull (Crichton, 2007). At an individual property level, there is renewed focus for protection against flooding, as argued by Hopkins and Warburton (2014) and Wedawatta et al. (2014). Whilst the recovery process in all such events has several layers of institutions involved, at the small business level the process seems to be driven mainly by the insurance industry. The entire recovery and reconstruction effort involves several participants in construction, but they are largely recruited, deployed and in certain circumstances led by insurance industry professionals. Several small businesses affected by the flooding of 2009 in Cockermouth reported that the organization of the recovery activity seemed to be uncoordinated, activities fragmented and often lacked a coherent strategy and direction (Joseph et al., 2011; Wedawatta et al., 2014), extending over a long time period. Wedawatta et al. (2014) discussed the case of small-and-medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and the interactions between DM and CI experts in their recovery efforts after the 2009 flood event in Cockermouth in Cumbria. The resilience measures adopted by the SMEs have been brought together as a single case synthesis of SME resilience and recovery efforts within the context of the flood event. In all, 4 SME business owners and 2 professionals who advised SMEs on flood mitigation were interviewed, providing the basis for some of the synthesis made of their recovery and reconstruction efforts in 2009.

In all of the SMEs highlighted in Table 1, the recovery efforts did not require any structural adjustments to properties and the work involved was mainly focused upon interiors (including addressing some of the cosmetic damages to gas and electrical services) and rectifications of minor damages. One of the professionals interviewed stated that:

Most people think that flooding causes structural problems of buildings and a lot of structural work needs doing, which is a wrong notion.

The above comment represents a typical observation by members of the public in that there is widespread belief that a flood causes structural instability of properties. This may be true for a minority of properties, but in most of the cases, the damage is to the finishes of the property, which are really cosmetic. At a macro level, the entire reconstruction effort was carried out on the basis of ‘like for like’ reinstatement, based on the insurance principle of ‘non-betterment’, which precludes adequate levels of adaptation. Whilst the businesses were quite keen to restart their activities as soon as possible, it required strong leadership and commitment to put in place a longer term solution. The small businesses were focused on quick recovery timescales, which does not necessarily incorporate longer term resilient reinstatement measures. It seems, from a government policy perspective, that several steps can be taken to promote long-term resilience against future flood events as the main driver in the recovery phases. This would allow appropriate holistic technical considerations to be taken into account, rather than short-term measures alone.

The Cockermouth case shows that the construction participants who were involved in refurbishment and reinstatement of properties did not adequately engage with the property owners/occupiers during the reconstruction process. Although the DM context opened up several opportunities for the construction participants to have more of a deeper engagement with the businesses affected by flooding, such engagement was not considered either a priority or an opportunity. As the recovery and reconstruction during the aftermath of the flood was predominantly driven by the insurance industry (Wedawatta et al., 2014), this to a certain extent prevented appropriate input by the CI and that contributed towards an inefficient process. This resonates well with Davidson’s (2010) argument that the DM process always fails due to poor organization and lack of coordination skills. The lack of deep
engagement of CI shows that the first tenet of CI education within a DM context, namely participatory skills, was not appropriately developed. If DM is to be considered as a market (Scott, 2010), such key expertise is essential to the development of objectives and goals in the area.

(2) The case of housing reconstruction in Sri Lanka after the 2004 South Asian Tsunami

Sri Lanka was badly affected by the South Asian tsunami that occurred in December 2004: it destroyed about two-thirds of the Sri Lankan coastline and affected more than 1,000,000 people. It not only affected the lives of the community, but also had a devastating effect on their housing and livelihoods. The overall loss of 100,000 or more houses proved to be a major challenge to the emergency response teams and disaster planners. According to Manatunga (2005), Sri Lanka’s natural rate of house building at the time was as low as 4000–5000 units per annum; therefore, the loss of 100,000 houses in 4 h overwhelmed the capacities and capabilities of the various authorities responsible for housing construction and private housing developers alike. The enduring reconstruction process after a disaster, therefore, provides a useful focus for exploring the process of expertise development in CI within a DM context.

Sri Lanka faced several challenges in its post-tsunami reconstruction, and this resulted in a focus upon short-term rather than long-lasting solutions (Ingirige et al., 2008). Often, post-disaster, permanent reconstruction is inefficiently managed, uncoordinated and takes time to initiate (Lloyd-Jones, 2006). Under extreme conditions, both long-term performance and the satisfaction and requirements of the intended occupants are issues that are often overlooked by policymakers, practitioners, funding bodies and the occupants themselves.

The reconstruction efforts in Sri Lanka were carried out utilizing two methods: the donor-assisted programme (DAP) and the owner-driven mechanisms (Lyons, 2009) (whilst Chang et al. (2011) cover a third method known as ‘contractor driven’, this being embedded in this paper under the umbrella of DAP). The owner-driven mechanism included technical support and funding and organization of self-help schemes. All affected households that were able to demonstrate ownership to land were entitled to a grant from the State. In addition, several NGOs provided additional payments, or provided labour, materials and general technical assistance to support families rebuilding their own homes. This strategy was also termed ‘assisted self-help’ by Johnson et al. (2006).

The DAP was mainly targeted at people living within the buffer zones attached to the coastal areas affected by the tsunami, who had to be relocated. Under this strategy, the affected families were entitled to a house built by a donor agency, on land allocated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Extent of work done in reconstruction of flood-damaged properties</th>
<th>Involvement of CI</th>
<th>Experiences of affected property owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>Public house and restaurant</td>
<td>Reinstatement of floors and retrofitting of power sockets and interior works</td>
<td>All reconstruction work done by a small redecoration company</td>
<td>The claims procedure and the reconstruction process initiated by the insurance company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>Newsagent shop</td>
<td>Mainly interiors</td>
<td>Several building trades worked independently. The property owner was faced with coordinating the project</td>
<td>The process was initiated by the insurance company and the loss adjustor. Then, the whole process of managing the separate tradesmen fell on the property owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>Hardware shop</td>
<td>Mainly interiors</td>
<td>Single contractor employed for refurbishment of premises</td>
<td>Difficulties faced in selecting the contractor as several small construction firms started advertising by dropping leaflets in the premises. Contractor was recommended by the drying firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>Lighting and electrical shop</td>
<td>Mainly interiors</td>
<td>A lot of professionals from both construction and insurance industry involved in putting the project together</td>
<td>Suddenly required to engage and negotiate with professionals that they had no experience or knowledge of (architects, surveyors and loss adjusters).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by the State, in accordance with Sri Lankan government standards. The donor provided each new settlement with an internal common infrastructure, whilst the Sri Lankan government provides the services up to the relocation site.

Figure 3 (Ingirige et al., 2008) compares the user satisfaction in the two schemes adopted during post-tsunami housing reconstruction in Sri Lanka. The survey was conducted in the Galle district in Sri Lanka, where the effect of the tsunami was significantly higher. The questionnaire was administered within the Galle district amongst 226 victims of the 2004 tsunami. The sample represented a good cross-section of the different types of permanent and temporary housing provisions. The survey sample was divided into DAP housing and owner-driven housing.

The comparison of respondent satisfaction of the two housing strategies in Figure 3 shows that the occupants of DAP housing were significantly more satisfied than occupants of owner-driven houses, in the areas of aesthetics of the building, quality, durability and the functionality. However, the survey results also show that owner-driven house occupants were generally more satisfied than their DAP counterparts, with respect to availability of space, ability to influence design changes and affording flexibility to perform future expansion to the house. The main cause for this comparatively lesser satisfaction was that it fell short of meeting the communities’ subtle demands related to dynamics of life, particularly in terms of understanding how their livelihoods were connected to the types and location of housing. In simple terms, lower satisfaction level tended to be an indication of lower community participation through which the ‘softer’ needs of the people did not seem to have been addressed. In owner-driven housing, owners had the opportunity of identifying their needs and engaged in various community participatory schemes, allowing them to indicate their preferences in relation to parameters such as space, design changes and flexibility for future expansion. Thus, Figure 3 provides insights into the effects of the lower levels of community engagement in DAP properties compared to owner-driven methods. For example, the South Asia Disaster Report (Duryog Nivaran, 2006, p. 38) states that:

coastal women in Sri Lanka traditionally engaged in ... home based activities such as processing coir from coconut husks ... and other craft based work.

Some of these houses were not appropriate to meet the needs arising from the activities of these women: as highlighted by Ofori (2004), houses and livelihoods have a strong interconnection; hence, the poor satisfaction score related to space, current design and future flexibility of the DAP houses. The excessive dissatisfaction of the DAP scheme can be directly attributed to the poor ability of the contractors to engage with the community effectively. Hence, the post-tsunami DM context also shows the poorly developed participatory skills, which is the first tenet of CI education within a DM context. The community consultation is not only on user needs but those needs should also be translated into the use of appropriate materials and construction methods, considering that the post-disaster context is a new ‘market’ (Scott, 2010). CI expertise within the DM context presents some unique avenues for development as regards vulnerability reduction and resilience building. Overall within a context of reconstruction after a disaster, Lloyd-Jones (2006) states that the skills developments should progress through the areas of sourcing construction materials and equipment, procurement and project management, aiding logistical planning and finance over a longer term duration. Zuo et al. (2008) also identify that construction contractors have the unique opportunity of creating a boost to resource availability with better planning and preparedness. The post-disaster context also indicates the poorly developed skills in managing finance with a longer term view, considering vulnerability reduction and resilience building as the primary consideration for better community benefits within a DM context, which is the second tenet identified above. In other words, reconstruction processes should be considered as a redevelopment opportunity, with environment protection a priority on the sustainability agenda.

---

**Figure 3** Comparison of the level of satisfaction of owner and DAP housing (Galle District, Sri Lanka) — after Ingirige et al., 2008

---
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Synthesis and the modified expertise development model: a panacea or an illusion?

The two documented cases highlight the first two CI knowledge and skills (1 and 2) that need to be developed for effective DM integration, as currently the industry often fails to fully engage with communities during recovery and reconstruction efforts. Developing such knowledge and skills would improve understanding of each community’s unique needs which, in conjunction with a CI background, could potentially translate into successful recovery and reconstruction. It was reported that the lower the level of involvement of the CI during the needs assessment stage after a disaster, the less satisfied the community was. The level of involvement of the CI in other phases of a disaster is even more minimal, not being observed in either of the documented cases.

The other knowledge and skills (3, 4 and 5) argued and synthesized from the literature are relevant to broader community or government level development and belong to the preparedness and planning phases. It is also anticipated that a firm grounding of such core planning and preparedness knowledge and skills will further influence more positive development of the same at a micro level (knowledge and skills 1 and 2). Knowledge and skills 3, 4 and 5 will enable the CI experts to gain an understanding of the ‘big picture’ when it comes to reconstruction efforts, as the projects tend to be led by people outside the industry. In the case of flood recovery in the UK, the projects were scattered around the country in fragmented fashion and they were being led by the insurance industry and loss adjustors (Wedawatta et al., 2014). In the case of post-tsunami reconstruction, the projects were being led by public organizations and non-governmental organizations, who did not necessarily possess construction skills. This gap defies all CI efforts to develop grassroots skills in order to enhance expertise; it cannot, however, be closed just by a process of skills or competency development of DM within the CI. It needs a renewed emphasis on participatory community engagement by the CI, which changes the prevailing culture of achieving an efficiency drive based on a normative scale of performance. Education developments alone, therefore, cannot close this gap.

The availability of more documented cases which cover all phases of the DM cycle will give the CI the added impetus to be able to prepare their response in a more coordinated and a cohesive way. The phenomenological position with all its characteristics could be better fulfilled by extending the current target-driven normative focus to a more social outcomes-based strategy. The conceptual model in Figure 2 can be taken forward as an explanatory theoretical model in Figure 4. This will provide the context and the basis for the desired expertise to emerge, in order to cater for better integration of the CI within DM.

Figure 4 is a theoretical model that shows the ‘pull’ forces that demand DM mainstreaming within CI education and its interconnected elements, based on a phenomenological philosophical position that is context dependent. The continued context-dependent nature is brought about by the need for more cases to be collected to enrich the case bank. The original conceptual model (Figure 2) is modified in the light of the synthesis discussion, where it emerged that the mainstreaming of DM within CI should commence from an educational level but also move into a theoretical and practical level, thereby building up the desired capability of the CI to seek more opportunities and exploitations within DM. The desired expertise (the word ‘desired’ here referring to the satisfaction of stakeholder interests in DM) is the culmination of the capability enhancement at a micro level (knowledge and skills 1 and 2), preparedness planning (knowledge and skill 3), grassroots education that considers economics of DM (knowledge and skill 4) and theoretical and practical awareness to better understand community needs and unique contexts (knowledge and skill 5) in a way that integrates DM within the CI. It is important that the desired expertise is developed in such a way that DM is contextualized within CI in practice, thus enhancing theorizing in terms of a better CI–DM nexus. It is important to consider construction at times of disasters.
as forming unique contexts of complexity, resource limitations and connected humanitarian and social issues, requiring continuous needs assessments and engagement of communities.

Bosher et al. (2015) question the extent to which prominent hazards such as floods and coastal storms are being considered in civil engineering education. Similarly, Wedawatta et al. (2012) identified gaps in competencies of chartered surveyors in undertaking flood risk management advice. The design professions are also calling for the incorporation of resilient design as a means of building in both resilience and sustainability from the outset; hence, such competencies should be taught in design courses (Flowers, 2014). There seem to be gaps in grass-roots education in the CI when trying to meet DM context needs and these appear as gaps in the CI professions as well. It is, therefore, obvious that construction professions should seek a wider role in reconstruction efforts, so that such educational gaps at grass-roots level are resolved. Figure 4 shows this connection through the links to the ‘DM body of knowledge’ box and the populating of the ‘case bank’ for more CI in DM box: these linkages will step up the grass-roots DM mainstreamed within CI education. Governments should also be made aware of both the theoretical benefits (the overall economic and the social improvements likely to be achieved) and the practical benefits of construction involvement in the process (so that the involvement is more widespread and covers the full life cycle of the DM spiral, as illustrated in Figure 1). CI leadership should be brought to the fore, enabling deeper engagement of construction professionals with communities and removing or reducing some of the existing barriers; this will then determine the position of the CI in DM as a panacea, rather than an illusion.

**Conclusion**

The research suggests that a ‘unified DM focus’ needs establishing within the CI and this could be the guiding principle for theorizing in the context of DM in the CI. This will, in the longer term, counteract the ‘time pressed agenda’ within construction and will make the industry better prepared for DM. A strategy that involves both a bottom-up and a top-down approach is suggested to achieve this change. The bottom-up approach is suggested to enhance capacity building within construction education (in Figure 4 this is the starting point, shown as ‘DM mainstreamed within CI education’). Reports suggesting this mainstreaming have already been published by two of the relevant institutions: the ICE (Bosher et al. 2015) and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS; Lloyd-Jones, 2006; Wedawatta et al., 2012; Max Lock Centre, 2009). Studies have also emerged in architecture as well as the property industries, in areas of resilient designs and property price behaviours after flooding and weather extremes. However, the process also needs a top-down approach, with the understanding that the process cannot be ‘self-propelled’ as several industry, cultural and political barriers exist, all of which need careful management at government and policy-maker level. In the UK, for example, during the immediate aftermath of a natural hazard event such as flooding, the insurance industry tends to undertake leadership of the recovery process and this affects the ability of CI participants to manage the process effectively. Educating the insurance industry on CI skills is not recommended, due to the rigorous study processes in CI education and professional membership, but instead, CI leadership should be developed within DM that leads to more resilience and long-lasting solutions. Further, within the international context, a wide variety of organizations (including governmental, non-governmental and community-based volunteers) tend to take leadership of recovery processes, which do seem to undermine CI efforts. Both the insurance industry and non-governmental actors tend to be very short-term orientated, in that their primary consideration tends to be returning people to usual locales as soon as possible, without consideration of the ‘big picture’ and the longer term sustainability of communities. Good practice, via better awareness of successful community resilience measures and practical schemes, might create improved awareness and sustainability. On the other hand, some disasters may create positive impacts on the industry as discussed earlier under the case of the 2004 Tsunami in Sri Lanka resulting in a certain extent of emergence of better working conditions and pay structures for local construction workers and establishment of smaller construction companies, increasing the net construction output in Sri Lanka.

This proposal, guided by a phenomenological philosophical position, has contributed to theorizing by identifying a methodology through a theoretical model to develop the desired expertise for mainstreaming DM within CI. Whilst the previous literature has addressed mainstreaming DM in CI, this research adds to the body of knowledge by presenting a modified expertise development model that identifies grass-roots knowledge and skills as specific tenets of DM education in CI. From a practice point of view, practitioners in the CI industry can identify the range of educational requirements and improve their preparedness to undertake and deliver a more wide ranging set of DM mainstreamed CI products and services. Given the fact that DM as a market is further expanding worldwide, it was identified that governments, policy-makers and
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agencies have a shared role in cascading some of the requirements as good practice amongst industry stakeholders via good practice cases to increase the uptake of DM within CI.

In addition, for CI professionals and companies with hard-wired systems embedded in their knowledge bases, the research provides a refreshing conceptual basis to rethink on the basis of mainstreaming of DM within the CI. For the CI to be exploited as a ‘panacea’ for this mainstreaming, it is important that the appropriate DM in CI expertise is embedded in both theory and practice for longer term sustainability of the industry.
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